This brand shop magazine is valid from 1 January to 31 December 2024. The prices quoted in this magazine are recommended retail prices from the manufacturer ANDREAS STIHL AG & Co. KG and are stated in euros including the applicable value added tax. ANDREAS STIHL AG & Co. KG reserves the right to alter the recommended retail prices stated in this brand shop magazine for a limited time during the magazine’s period of validity. Recommended retail prices of the manufacturer with a limited period of validity are published on the website www.stihl.de and on STIHL’s social media channels.

**YOUR ADVANTAGES IN THE ONLINE SHOP**

- **FREE SHIPPING FROM ORDER VALUE OF €49.00**
- **FREE CUSTOMER RETURN UNDER LEGAL RIGHT OF REVOCATION**

*Not all items shown may be available from your local dealer.
Our products are made for exploring the world or simply for relaxing at home. They are robust and uncomplicated, combine modern cuts with rugged fabrics, and stand out for their casual mix of materials.

As diverse as our products are, they all have one thing in common: a clear commitment to the STIHL brand.
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### Size Chart

**UNISEX**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>XS (..44)</th>
<th>S (..48)</th>
<th>M (..52)</th>
<th>L (..56)</th>
<th>XL (..60)</th>
<th>2XL (..64)</th>
<th>3XL (..68)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clothing size</td>
<td>Women 34/38</td>
<td>Men 44/48</td>
<td>Women 44/48</td>
<td>Man 50/52</td>
<td>Man 52/54</td>
<td>Man 56/58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waist size</td>
<td>62 – 70</td>
<td>68 – 74</td>
<td>74 – 80</td>
<td>80 – 86</td>
<td>88 – 96</td>
<td>96 – 104</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Clothing size in inches**


**JEANS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>XS (..34)</th>
<th>S (..38)</th>
<th>M (..42)</th>
<th>L (..46)</th>
<th>XL (..50)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clothing size</td>
<td>Women 34</td>
<td>Men 44/48</td>
<td>Women 44/48</td>
<td>Man 50/52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bust girth</td>
<td>86 – 91</td>
<td>92 – 97</td>
<td>98 – 103</td>
<td>104 – 109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waist size</td>
<td>62 – 70</td>
<td>68 – 74</td>
<td>74 – 80</td>
<td>80 – 86</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**JEANS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S (..48)</th>
<th>M (..52)</th>
<th>L (..56)</th>
<th>XL (..60)</th>
<th>2XL (..64)</th>
<th>3XL (..68)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clothing size</td>
<td>Men 46/48</td>
<td>Women 50/52</td>
<td>Women 52/54</td>
<td>Man 56/58</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bust girth</td>
<td>86 – 91</td>
<td>92 – 97</td>
<td>98 – 103</td>
<td>104 – 109</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waist size</td>
<td>62 – 70</td>
<td>68 – 74</td>
<td>74 – 80</td>
<td>80 – 86</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**JEANS**


**KIDS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>98/104 (..04)</th>
<th>110/116 (..08)</th>
<th>122/128 (..12)</th>
<th>134/140 (..16)</th>
<th>146/152 (..20)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clothing size</td>
<td>Men 44/48</td>
<td>Women 50/52</td>
<td>Women 52/54</td>
<td>Man 56/58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bust girth</td>
<td>86 – 91</td>
<td>92 – 97</td>
<td>98 – 103</td>
<td>104 – 109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waist size</td>
<td>62 – 70</td>
<td>68 – 74</td>
<td>74 – 80</td>
<td>80 – 86</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**JEANS**


**BABIES/TODDLERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>62/68 (..68)</th>
<th>74/80 (..80)</th>
<th>86/92 (..92)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clothing size</td>
<td>Men 44/48</td>
<td>Women 50/52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body height</td>
<td>165 – 176</td>
<td>172 – 178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bust girth</td>
<td>86 – 91</td>
<td>92 – 97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waist size</td>
<td>62 – 70</td>
<td>68 – 74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hip measurements</td>
<td>90 – 98</td>
<td>94 – 100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**JEANS**


**HOW TO PLACE AN ORDER:**

Please complete the order number for your selected item(s) using the two-digit number stated after the appropriate international size designation.

The following sizes apply:

- **Men:**
  - XS = 48, M = 52, L = 56, XL = 60, XXL = 64, XXXL = 68
  - S = 34, S = 38, M = 42, L = 46, XL = 50
  - XXS = 44, S = 48, M = 52, L = 56, XL = 60, XXL = 64, XXXL = 68

- **Women:**
  - XS = 34, S = 38, M = 42, L = 46
  - XXS = 44, S = 48, M = 52, L = 56
  - Socks: 35 – 38, 39 – 42, 43 – 46
  - Kids: 25 – 27, 28 – 30, 31 – 34
  - Hats/caps: XXS = 51, XS = 53, S = 55, M = 57, L = 59, XL = 61
  - Gloves: S = 04, M = 06, L = 08

- **Unisex:**
  - XS = 44, S = 48, M = 52, L = 56, XL = 60, XXL = 64, XXXL = 68
  - S = 34, S = 38, M = 42, L = 46, XL = 50
  - XXS = 44, S = 48, M = 52, L = 56, XL = 60, XXL = 64, XXXL = 68
  - Socks: 35 – 38, 39 – 42, 43 – 46
  - Kids: 25 – 27, 28 – 30, 31 – 34
  - Hats/caps: XXS = 51, XS = 53, S = 55, M = 57, L = 59, XL = 61
  - Gloves: S = 04, M = 06, L = 08

- **Kids:**
  - 25 – 27, 28 – 30

- **Babies/toddlers:**
  - 62 – 68 = 34, 74 – 80 = 38

- **Socks:**
  - 34, 38, 42, 46

- **Hats/caps:**
  - XXS = 51, XS = 53, S = 55, M = 57, L = 59

- **Gloves:**
  - S = 04, M = 06, L = 08
DISCOVERING
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together
FRIENDS AND FAMILY ON TOUR

“LEGENDARY” HOODIE
UNISEX
OVERSIZED HOODIE WITH ZIPPER ON THE POCKET, BLACK STIHL LOGO AND “STIHL LEGENDARY PERFORMANCE” PRINT ON THE LEFT CHEST. ALSO AVAILABLE IN ORANGE.
60% COTTON, 40% POLYESTER
ORDER NUMBER XS – XXXL
0421 400 27.. GREY
0421 400 28.. ORANGE
€79.90

“BARK” TUBE SCARF
UNISEX
STIHL TUBE SCARF WITH GREEN AND BROWN PATTERN AND DESIGN THAT RESEMBLES THE STRUCTURE OF TREE BARK. 100% POLYESTER
ORDER NUMBER 0421 600 0205
ONE SIZE GREEN, BLUE, GREY
€17.90
**CIRCLE**
**VACUUM FLASK**


Order number: 0421 600 0096 Black

€14.90

**GARMENT DYE**
**SWEATSHIRT**

Unisex soft sweatshirt made from an organic cotton-modal blend, garment-dyed, STIHL logo printed on the bottom left at the front. Also available in green. 70% organic cotton, 30% modal.

Order number: XS – XXXL

0421 300 71.. Blue
0421 300 72.. Green

€69.90
CASUAL JACKET
MEN’S
CASUAL JACKET IN GREEN, ZIP CLOSURE WITH STIHL PULL TAB SLIDER, BOTTOM FASTENED ZIP CLOSURE, STIHL FLAG LABEL ON THE HEM. ALSO AVAILABLE IN BLACK.
65% POLYESTER, 35% COTTON; LINING/FILLING 100% POLYESTER
ORDER NUMBER S – XXXL
0421 100 32.. GREEN
0421 100 33.. BLACK
€119.90
GOOD FOR CITY AND FOREST ...

»WOVEN HOOD«
HOODIE
UNISEX
BLUE MATERIAL MIX HOODIE, LARGE POCKET WITH SUBTLE STIHL LOGO. BODY: 100% COTTON, HOOD: 100% POLYESTER
ORDER NUMBER 0421 400 26...
DARK BLUE
€89.00

»UTILITY«
VEST
UNISEX
DARK BLUE VEST WITH LARGE POCKETS ON THE FRONT AND "STIHL LEGENDARY PERFORMANCE" LETTERING PRINTED ON THE LEFT POCKET. 100% POLYESTER
ORDER NUMBER 0421 100 31...
DARK BLUE
€89.00
**STIHL® OUTDOOR BAG**

**UNISEX**

Ergonomic STIHL outdoor backpack made of lightweight material, water-repellent with integrated case for total rain protection. Large inside pocket for transporting equipment, smaller pockets inside and outside for accessories. Outer pocket with fastenings for drinking bottle or hiking poles. Dimensions: 30 x 50 x 20 cm (approx. 30 l). Body: rip-stop polyester / polyester; lining: polyester.

**ORDER NUMBER**

0421 600 0101

**ONE SIZE**

Black, Orange, Grey

**€89.90**

---

**SUSTAINABLE BASIC® T-SHIRT**

**MEN'S**

Sustainably produced t-shirt for men, made from organic cotton, with round neckline. 100% organic cotton.

**ORDER NUMBER**

0421 300 78...

**SIZES**

S - XXXL

**COLOURS**

Green, Blue

**€34.90**

---

**SUSTAINABLE BASIC® T-SHIRT**

**WOMEN'S**

Sustainably produced t-shirt for women, made from organic cotton, with round neckline. 100% organic cotton.

**ORDER NUMBER**

0421 300 81...

**SIZES**

XS - XL

**COLOURS**

Green, Blue

**€34.90**
Warm, snug and protective

Stihl high light Stihl high light

«worker» socks
UNISEX
SMOOTH-KNIT BOOT SOCKS WITH TICK PROTECTION, EXCELLENT THERMAL REGULATION, CALF RICH TECHNOLOGY, FLEXIBLE CHANNELS FOR OPTIMUM CUSHIONING AND PRESSURE RELIEF.
32% VISCOSE, 18% WOOL (MERINO), 18% POLYACRYLIC, 18% POLYAMIDE, 12% COTTON, 2% ELASTANE
ORDER NUMBER 38 – 46
0421 500 15...
€17.90

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE IN EUROS
DISCOVERING NEW PATHS TOGETHER
**STIHL Head Torch including Helmet Holder**

STIHL HEADLAMP WITH ALL-ROUND ADJUSTABLE ELASTICATED HEADBAND. WORK ON THE FOREHEAD OR WITH ADDITIONAL ADAPTER FOR SECURE ATTACHMENT TO FORESTRY, CONSTRUCTION OR SPORTS HELMETS. EASY TO CHARGE VIA USB OR WITH ADAPTER PROVIDED FOR THE BATTERY. TECHNICAL INFORMATION: 800 LM, IP 54 SPLASH-PROOF, 10 W, CAPACITY 2,200 MAH; VARIOUS LIGHT MODES: LED (HIGH – MEDIUM – LOW), COB (HIGH – LOW RED LIGHT, RED WARNING LIGHT, STROBE AND SOS MODE), MOTION SENSOR (ON-OFF CONTROL BY HAND MOVEMENT). MATERIAL: ABS, ALUMINIUM.

ORDER NUMBER
0421 600 0069 BLACK/GREY/ORANGE

€59.90

**Sustainable Icon T-Shirt Men’s**

WHITE NATURAL-LOOK ORGANIC COTTON T-SHIRT FOR MEN WITH ROUND NECKLINE. SMALL STIHL LOGO EMBLEM AT THE BOTTOM LEFT. PRINTS CREATED USING ORGANIC COLOURS. 100% ORGANIC COTTON

ORDER NUMBER
0431 300 4L NATURAL WHITE

€34.90

**Logo Beanie Unisex**

WARM GREY BEANIE FOR COLD DAYS. CROCHET KNIT, WITH TURN-UP BRIM AND WOVEN PATCH FEATURING A WHITE STIHL LOGO ON A BLACK BACKGROUND. 70% POLYACRYLIC, 30% WOOL

ORDER NUMBER
0431 600 0177 ONE SIZE

€24.90

**Starter Grip Bracelet**

NYLON BRACELET DESIGNED TO LOOK LIKE A STIHL STARTER CORD. WRAPS TWICE AROUND THE WRIST, CLOSURE IS A ZINC STOPPER SHAPED LIKE A STARTER GRIP. MATERIAL: ZINC ALLOY AND NYLON; COLOUR: MATTE BLACK, ORANGE, WHITE

ORDER NUMBER
0431 600 0094 200 MM
0431 600 0095 220 MM

€14.90

**Forest Beanie Unisex**

FINE-KNIT BEANIE IN GREY, WITH TREE PATTERN AND STIHL LOOP LABEL ON THE SIDE. 47% POLYESTER, 30% POLYACRYLIC, 3% ELASTANE

ORDER NUMBER
0421 600 0199 ONE SIZE GREY

€17.90

**Fir Socks Unisex**

CALF-LENGTH SOCKS WITH FOREST MTERM FOR MEN AND WOMEN. 40% VISCOSE, 30% POLYACRYLIC, 25% POLYAMIDE, 5% COTTON, 3% ELASTANE

ORDER NUMBER
0421 500 0295 36-46 GREEN

€14.90

**Recommended Retail Price in Euros**

DISCOVERING NEW PATHS TOGETHER
OUTDOOR HEROES IN TWIN PACK

»TIMBERSPORTS« LONG-SLEEVE SHIRT
KIDS
FUNCTIONAL SHIRT FOR KIDS DESIGNED IN COLOURBLOCK STYLE IN BLACK AND DARK GREY, WITH TIMBERSPORTS’ LOGO ON CHEST. SMALL PRINTED AXIS ON THE SLEEVES AND CONTRASTING ORANGE SEAMS. 84% POLYESTER, 16% ELASTANE.
ORDER NUMBER 0421 300 90€
0421 300 90 GRY
99.90

»KIDS SIGN« BEANIE
KIDS
ORANGE KNITTED BEANIE FOR KIDS WITH TURN-UP BRIM AND REFLECTIVE STIHL ‘S’ ON A BLACK BACKGROUND ON THE FRONT. 100% POLYACRYLIC
ORDER NUMBER 0421 600 0509€
0421 600 05 GRY
19.90

»STRIPES« SOCKS SET OF 3
KIDS
CALF-LENGTH STIHL TENNIS SOCKS FOR KIDS THAT DON’T DIG INTO YOUR SKIN OR SLIP DOWN. PACK OF THREE CONTAINS WHITE, BLACK AND GREY PAIRS, ALL WITH ORANGE STRIPES. 80% COTTON, 18% POLYAMIDE, 2% ELASTANE
ORDER NUMBER 0421 500 16€
0421 500 16 WHT, BLK, GRY
24.90

»CONTRA 59« CAP
UNISEX AND KIDS
FIVE-PANEL CAP WITH SNAPBACK CLOSURE. STIHL CONTRA AS SEWN-ON WOVEN PATCH WITH ‘ONE MAN POWER CHAINSAW’ WORDING. 100% COTTON
ORDER NUMBER 0421 600 0112€
0421 600 0113 GRY, BEIGE
19.90 (unisex)
17.90 (kids)

»KIDS« OVERALLS
KIDS
GREEN OVERALLS FOR KIDS WITH LOTS OF POCKETS, ADJUSTABLE WAISTBAND, ADJUSTABLE STRAPS WITH ELASTICATED SEAMS, STRETCHY MOVEMENT ZONE IN THE BACK, STIHL LOGO IN ORANGE ON LEFT THIGH, HARD-WARING WITH DURABLE PLASTIC BUCKLE ON THE KNEES AND EARS. 65% POLYESTER, 35% COTTON
ORDER NUMBER 0421 222 21€
0421 222 21 GRY
59.90
**WEATHER PROTECTION**

**JACKET**

UNISEX

CAMOUFLAGE-LOOK RAIN JACKET WITH TPU MEMBRANE, WATER COLUMN OF 5,000 MM, HIGH BREATHABILITY, WIDE NECK WITH SIDE ZIP, TAPERED SEAMS, CUFFS WITH VELCRO FASTENER, LARGE FRONT POCKET, STIHL LEGENDARY PERFORMANCE® WOVEN LABEL ON LEFT SLEEVE, 100% POLYESTER

ORDER NUMBER XS – XXXL

0421 100 26.. GREEN

€149.90

**Kids Worker**

**Trousers**

KIDS

HARD-WEARING TROUSERS, REINFORCED WITH ABRASION-RESISTANT PATCHES AT KNEES AND SEAT, EASY TO CLEAN, ELASTICATED ADJUSTABLE WAISTBAND, TWO FRONT POCKETS, \(\text{established}\) PATCH WITH CARRIAGeway ON TRIM POCKET.

65% POLYESTER, 35% COTTON

ORDER NUMBER 98 – 152

0421 222 03.. GREY

0421 222 09.. BLACK

€54.90

**Performance**

**Shorts**

MEN’S

OUTDOOR SHORTS FOR MEN MADE OF FUNCTIONAL, STRETCHABLE FOUR-WAY MATERIAL, ELASTICATED WAISTBAND, TWO HIP POCKETS, DOUBLE PATCH POCKET ON FRONT OF RIGHT LEG, ZIP POCKET AND REFLective BLACK STIHL LOGO PRINT ON THE SIDE AND STIHL JEANS LABEL ON THE BACK.

95% NYLON, 5% ELASTANE

ORDER NUMBER S – XXXL

0421 222 09.. BLACK

€69.90

**Kids**

**T-Shirt**

KIDS

SUSTAINABLE T-SHIRT MADE FROM ORGANIC COTTON, ROUND NECKLINE, SMALL BLACK STIHL LOGO ON THE LEFT CHEST, AVAILABLE IN LIGHT GREY AND ORANGE.

GREY: 70% ORGANIC COTTON, 30% RECYCLED POLYESTER

ORANGE: 100% ORGANIC COTTON

ORDER NUMBER 98 – 152

0421 300 01.. GREY

0421 300 09.. ORANGE

€24.90
COSY AND WARM FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY

»FLEECE« HOODIE

UNISEX

FLEECE HOODIE IN TYPICAL STIHL ORANGE WITH ZIP, ANTI-PILLING EFFECT, POCKETS WITH ZIP, STIHL LOGO EMBOSSED IN THE FLEECE.

100% POLYESTER

ORDER NUMBER XS – XXL

0421 400 34.. ORANGE

€79.90

»FLEECE« HOODIE

KIDS

FLEECE HOODIE IN TYPICAL STIHL ORANGE WITH ZIP, ANTI-PILLING EFFECT, POCKETS WITH ZIP, STIHL LOGO EMBOSSED IN THE FLEECE.

100% POLYESTER

ORDER NUMBER 98 – 152

0421 400 34.. ORANGE

€59.90
BIKE RIDE

»HYBRID« JACKET
MEN'S
COMFORTABLE HYBRID JACKET WITH LIGHT INSULATION AT CHEST AND BACK AREA, SOFT FLEECE ON THE SLEEVES, CAN BE WORN EITHER AS AN EXTERNAL LAYER OR AS AN ADDITIONAL INSULATING LAYER BENEATH AN OUTER SHELL. WITH «STIHL LEGENDARY PERFORMANCE» LABEL ON UPPER LEFT SLEEVE. OUTER MATERIAL AND INNER LINING: 100% POLYESTER; FLEECE: 95% POLYESTER, 5% ELASTANE.
ORDER NUMBER S – XXXL
0421 100 28...
GREY
€119.90

»MSA 300« T-SHIRT
UNISEX
STIHL T-SHIRT WITH DARK GREY STIHL MSA 300 LINE DRAWING ON THE BACK AND ORANGE STIHL LOGO ON THE CHEST. 100% COTTON.
ORDER NUMBER XS – XXXL
0421 300 28...
BLACK
€29.90
THE RIGHT LEGWEAR FOR WALKING, CYCLING, HIKING OR WORKING IN THE GARDEN
Always towards the sun

**LYOCELL** SHIRT
MEN’S

Shirt with washed look, button placket, collar, sewn-on breast pockets, Stihl label on side seam. Also available in black. 60% cotton, 40% lyocell

- **ORDER NUMBER**
  - S-XXL
- **0431 400 31..**
  - **GREEN**
- **0431 400 35..**
  - **BLACK**

- **€59.90**

**CONTRA ORANGE**
T-SHIRT
MEN’S

Round neck t-shirt with embroidered “Stihl Contra” lettering on the chest. 100% cotton

- **ORDER NUMBER**
  - S-XXXL
- **0421 300 77..**
  - **ORANGE**

- **€34.90**

**LUNCHBOX**

Lunchbox in heritage look, closes securely. Dimensions: approx. 20 x 13 x 6 cm. Stainless steel (dishwasher-safe)

- **ORDER NUMBER**
  - 0421 600 0007

- **€19.90**

**COLORBLOCK SLEEVE**
HOODIE
UNISEX

Green and white colour-blocked hoodie for men and women. Large green steel logo on chest and arms. Brushed sweatshirt fabric on the inside. 100% cotton

- **ORDER NUMBER**
  - XS-XXL
- **0431 400 10..**
  - **GREEN**

- **€74.90**

**DRINKING BOTTLE**


- **ORDER NUMBER**
  - 0430 400 0000

- **€12.90**

**WHITE LOGO** /
**BLACK LOGO**
T-SHIRT
MEN’S

Stihl fan t-shirt with tonal logo in black or white. 100% cotton

- **ORDER NUMBER**
  - S-XXL
  - **0431 300 14..**
  - **WHITE**
  - **0431 300 15..**
  - **BLACK**

- **€24.90**

**PLAID FLANNEL**
SHIRT
MEN’S

Flannel shirt with checkered pattern. Sewn-on breast pockets. Stihl heritage woven label on the lower right back. Embroidered “Stihl Legendary Performance” lettering on inner button placket. Also available in green/beige. 100% cotton

- **ORDER NUMBER**
  - S-XXXL
  - **0431 400 09..**
  - **GREEN, BEIGE**
  - **0431 400 12..**
  - **BLUE, RED**

- **€59.90**

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE IN EUROS

DISCOVERING NEW PATHS TOGETHER
ENAMEL CUP
WHITE ENAMEL COFFEE MUG WITH HISTORIC STIHL LOGO AND BLACK RIM. VOLUME: 0.5 L. METAL, COATED IN ENAMEL.
ORDER NUMBER 0464 257 0020
€12.90

»LINEN« SHIRT
MEN’S
BREEZY WHITE SHIRT MADE FROM A LINEN-COTTON BLEND WITH ONE PATCH BREAST POCKET, CONTRASTING BUTTON PLACKET AND STIHL FLAG LABEL ON THE SIDE. 55% COTTON, 45% LINEN.
ORDER NUMBER 0431 400 33...
S - XXXL
WHITE
€69.90

»GARMENT DYE« SWEATSHIRT
UNISEX
SOFT SWEATSHIRT MADE FROM AN ORGANIC COTTON/MODAL BLEND, GARMENT DYED, STIHL LOGO PRINTED ON THE BOTTOM LEFT AT THE FRONT. ALSO AVAILABLE IN BLUE. 70% ORGANIC COTTON, 30% MODAL.
ORDER NUMBER 0431 300 71...
0431 300 72...
XS - XXXL
BLUE
GREEN
€69.90

»ORANGE« HOODIE
UNISEX
ORANGE HOODIE WITH LARGE, SLIGHTLY RAISED 3D LOGO ON THE CHEST. 100% COTTON.
ORDER NUMBER 0421 400 04...
XS - XXXL
ORANGE
€54.90

DISCOVERING NEW PATHS TOGETHER
**DENIM CONTRA**
**SHIRT MEN’S**
Denim shirt with Stihl “Contra Lightning” embroidery on the chest. Metal buttons. Sewn-on metal plaque with Stihl Heritage logo at bottom right of the back. 100% cotton.

Order number: S - XXXL
0421 400 32...

Blue
€69.90

**CONTRA 59**
**T-SHIRT MEN’S**
Round neck t-shirt for men with Stihl “Contra” print. Small Stihl Heritage woven label at the bottom right on the back. Available in grey and blue. 100% cotton.

Order number: S - XXXL
0421 300 74...

Blue
€34.90

**ORANGE**
**SWIMMING SHORTS MEN’S**
Swimming shorts in classic Stihl orange with two side pockets, one back pocket, mesh lining and large tonal Stihl print on the left leg. 100% polyester.

Order number: S - XXXL
0421 222 07...

Orange
€39.90

**BEACH TOWEL**
Giant bath towel made from pure cotton with terrycloth feel featuring the “Legendary Performance” design. 100% cotton.

Order number: 180 x 80 cm
0420 960 0018 Orange, Black

€37.90

**ICON**
**POLO SHIRT MEN’S**
Slim and sporty collar. Button placket with three buttons. Stihl Chain Saw Icon as slightly raised 3D print on the chest. “Stihl Legendary Performance” woven label at the bottom right on the back. 60% cotton, 40% polyester.

Order number: S - XXXL
0421 300 51...

Dark grey
€39.90

**SHOELACES 2-PACK UNISEX**
Shoelaces with Stihl print. Set of two different pairs. Basic color: black and orange. Color of Stihl print: white and orange. 100% polyester.

Order number: 120 cm
0421 600 0212 Black, Orange

€9.90
STIHL® SUNGLASSES
UNISEX
STIHL unisex sunglasses with high-quality matt black frame, orange STIHL®-logo on outside of both temples, white STIHL® logo on inside of one temple, developed in collaboration with UVEX. Lenses with 100% UV-A, UV-B and UV-C protection. Lens material: polycarbonate; frame material: polycarbonate; temple material: polycarbonate.

ORDER NUMBER 0421 600 0189 BLACK

€59.90

FOR THE PERFECT (OUT)LOOK
«STARTER GRIP» CUP
STIHL MUG WITH STARTER GRIP HANDLE IN STIHL ORANGE WITH WHITE ‘LEGENDARY PERFORMANCE’ LETTERING AND STIHL LOGO. DISHWASHER-SAFE PORCELAIN.

ORDER NUMBER 0421 600 0073
€19.90

«HENLEY» LONG-SLEEVE SHIRT
MEN’S MOTTLED LONG-SLEEVED SHIRT WITH BUTTON PLACKET AT THE NECKLINE. AVAILABLE IN ORANGE, GREEN OR GREY.

ORDER NUMBER S – XXXL

0421 300 93.. ORANGE
0421 300 94.. GREEN
0421 300 95.. GREY

€49.90

HYGGE IN THE HUT

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE IN EUROS

DISCOVERING NEW PATHS TOGETHER
**»HERITAGE« JACKET**

**MEN’S**

Slightly tapered hybrid jacket with light insulation at chest and back area. Soft fleece on the sleeves. Can be worn either as an external layer or as an additional insulating layer beneath an outer shell. With «Stihl Legendary Performance» label on upper left sleeve. Outer material and inner lining: 100% polyester. Fleece: 93% polyester, 7% elastane.

Order number:
- XS - XL
- 0421 100 29.
- Grey
- €119.90

**»HYBRID« JACKET**

**WOMEN’S**

Slightly tapered hybrid jacket with light insulation at chest and back area. Soft fleece on the sleeves. Can be worn either as an external layer or as an additional insulating layer beneath an outer shell. With «Stihl Legendary Performance» label on upper left sleeve. Outer material and inner lining: 100% polyester. Fleece: 93% polyester, 7% elastane.

Order number:
- XS - XL
- 0421 100 29.
- Grey
- €119.90

**»GARMENT DYE« SWEATSHIRT**

**UNISEX**

Soft sweatshirt made from an organic cotton/modal blend, garment dyed. Stihl logo printed on the bottom left at the front. Also available in green. 70% organic cotton, 30% modal.

Order number:
- XS - XXXL
- 0421 300 71.
- Blue
- 0421 300 72.
- Green
- €69.90

**»HERITAGE« MENS JACKET**

Green shirt jacket in «Heritage» design, with shirt collar, button placket, patch breast pockets. Stihl «Legendary Performance» label on left arm. Outer material and inner lining: 100% cotton. Linings: polyester-cotton blend.

Order number:
- S - XXXL
- 0421 100 27.
- Green
- €79.90

**»HYBRID« JACKET**

**WOMEN’S**

Slightly tapered hybrid jacket with light insulation at chest and back area. Soft fleece on the sleeves. Can be worn either as an external layer or as an additional insulating layer beneath an outer shell. With «Stihl Legendary Performance» label on upper left sleeve. Outer material and inner lining: 100% polyester. Fleece: 93% polyester, 7% elastane.

Order number:
- XS - XL
- 0421 100 29.
- Grey
- €119.90
»LOGO CORD« CAP
UNISEX

SIX-PANEL BASIC CORDUROY CAP IN GREEN. ADJUSTABLE METAL CLOSURE WITH EMBOSSED STIHL LOGO. STIHL "LEGENDARY PERFORMANCE" LETTERING ON THE FRONT. 100% COTTON
ORDER NUMBER ONE SIZE 0421 600 0114 GREEN
€19.90

»BOBBLE 24« BEANIE
UNISEX

BOBBLE HAT WITH KNITTED STIHL LOGO AND STIHL LABEL SEWN ONTO THE BRIM. 100% POLYACRYLIC
ORDER NUMBER ONE SIZE 0421 600 0200 BLACK, ORANGE, GREY
€24.90

»LOGO« T-SHIRT
UNISEX

WHITE ROUND NECK T-SHIRT MADE OF HIGH-QUALITY COTTON JERSEY WITH LARGE ORANGE LOGO PRINT, STIHL LOGO LABEL INSIDE, ORANGE STIHL LOGO ON THE OUTSIDE REAR. 100% COTTON
ORDER NUMBER XS – XXL 0420 900 110 WHITE
€19.90
A TRIP TO THE LAKE

POOL SLIDERS
UNISEX

STIHL POOL SLIDERS IN BLACK AND ORANGE, MESH SHOE BAG INCLUDED.
SOLE: STYRENE-ACRYLIC; BAND: POLYURETHANE AND POLYESTER MESH

ORDER NUMBER 0449 050 03...
€19.90

STIHL HOODED JACKET
UNISEX

BLACK ZIP-UP HOODIE WITH STIHL ELASTO-START ZIP PULL, TWO ZIP POCKETS, SLIGHTLY RAISED STIHL LOGO ON THE CHEST. 100% COTTON

ORDER NUMBER 0437 100 85...
€59.90

STIHL PLAIN FLANNEL SHIRT
MEN’S

FLANNEL SHIRT WITH CHECKED PATTERN, SEWN-ON BREAST POCKETS, STIHL HERITAGE WOVEN LABEL ON THE LOWER RIGHT BACK, EMBROIDERED STIHL LEGENDARY PERFORMANCE LETTERING ON INNER BUTTON PLACKET. ALSO AVAILABLE IN BLUE / RED. 100% COTTON

ORDER NUMBER 0431 400 09...
€59.90

STIHL HOODED JACKET
UNISEX

BLACK ZIP-UP HOODIE WITH STIHL ELASTO-START ZIP PULL, TWO ZIP POCKETS, SLIGHTLY RAISED STIHL LOGO ON THE CHEST. 100% COTTON

ORDER NUMBER 0437 100 85...
€59.90

STIHL HOODED JACKET
UNISEX

BLACK ZIP-UP HOODIE WITH STIHL ELASTO-START ZIP PULL, TWO ZIP POCKETS, SLIGHTLY RAISED STIHL LOGO ON THE CHEST. 100% COTTON

ORDER NUMBER 0437 100 85...
€59.90

STIHL PLAIN FLANNEL SHIRT
MEN’S

FLANNEL SHIRT WITH CHECKED PATTERN, SEWN-ON BREAST POCKETS, STIHL HERITAGE WOVEN LABEL ON THE LOWER RIGHT BACK, EMBROIDERED STIHL LEGENDARY PERFORMANCE LETTERING ON INNER BUTTON PLACKET. ALSO AVAILABLE IN BLUE / RED. 100% COTTON

ORDER NUMBER 0431 400 09...
€59.90
»SIGN« BEANIE
UNISEX
KNITTED BEANIE WITH TURN-UP BRIM AND REFLECTIVE STIHl »S« ON A BLACK BACKGROUND ON THE FRONT. 100% POLYACRYLIC
ORDER NUMBER
0431 600 0996 ORANGE
0431 600 0997 GREY
0431 600 0998 GREEN
0431 600 0999 BLUE
€24.90

»HENLEY« LONG-SLEEVE SHIRT
MEN’S
MOTTLED LONG-SLEEVED SHIRT WITH BUTTON PLACKET AT THE NECKLINE. AVAILABLE IN ORANGE, GREY OR GREEN, 100% COTTON
ORDER NUMBER
0431 300 09 ORANGE
0431 300 94 GREEN
0431 300 95 GREY
€49.90

DISCOVERING NEW PATHS TOGETHER
»CONTRA 1:5« MODEL

DIE-CAST ZINC MODEL OF STIHL CONTRA PAINTED IN ORIGINAL COLOURS, 1:5 SCALE FROM SCHUCO.

BASE: MATTE BLACK WITH METAL PLAQUE
MODEL: DIE-CAST ZINC WITH PLASTIC PARTS

ORDER NUMBER
0421 600 0079

€59.90

»VW T1« MODEL BUS

MODEL OF THE 1955 VW T1 MICROBUS PAINTED IN ORIGINAL COLOURS WITH RETROCHIC STIHL DESIGN, 1:43 SCALE FROM SCHUCO.

PLASTIC BASE, TRANSPARENT BONNET.
DIE-CAST ZINC AND PLASTIC

ORDER NUMBER
0464 935 0100

€39.90
1. **MS 881 Model**
   - Model of our Stihl MS 881, painted in original colours, 1:10 scale.
   - Material: Die-cast zinc and plastic.
   - Order Number: 0420 960 0017
   - Price: €29.90

2. **MS 500I Model**
   - Stihl MS 500i power saw model, made by Schuco, painted in original colours, 1:10 scale.
   - Material: Die-cast zinc and plastic.
   - Order Number: 0420 960 0001
   - Price: €29.90

3. **Typ Contra Historic Chainsaw Model**
   - Stihl Contra power saw model, made by Schuco, painted in original colours, 1:12 scale.
   - Material: Die-cast zinc and plastic.
   - Order Number: 0464 035 0240
   - Price: €29.90

4. **Typ A Historic Chainsaw Model**
   - Historic type A power saw model, made by Schuco, painted in original colours, 1:12 scale.
   - Material: Die-cast zinc and plastic.
   - Order Number: 0464 035 0200
   - Price: €29.90

5. **Typ BBÜ Historic Chainsaw Model**
   - Historic type BBÜ power saw model, made by Schuco, painted in original colours, 1:12 scale.
   - Material: Die-cast zinc and plastic.
   - Order Number: 0464 035 0230
   - Price: €29.90

6. **Typ BLK Historic Chainsaw Model**
   - Historic type BL power saw model, made by Schuco, painted in original colours, 1:12 scale.
   - Material: Die-cast zinc and plastic.
   - Order Number: 0464 035 0210
   - Price: €29.90

7. **Typ BL Historic Chainsaw Model**
   - Historic type BL power saw model, made by Schuco, painted in original colours, 1:12 scale.
   - Material: Die-cast zinc and plastic.
   - Order Number: 0464 035 0200
   - Price: €29.90
TOY PRESSURE WASHER INCLUDING RECHARGEABLE BATTERY

STIHL TOYS TOY PRESSURE WASHER WITH SPRAY FUNCTION, INCLUDING BATTERY, TECHNICAL TIME APPROX. 1 H, SPRAYING TIME 6-9 Min., DIMENSIONS: APPROX. 21.5 X 22 X 57.5 CM, TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS: PUMP: 12 V, 5 W, 750 MM, BATTERY: 2500 MAH, WATER TANK CAPACITY MAX. 2.4 L + HOSE/GUN 0.5 L, SPRAY DISTANCE NOZZLE 1: 2–2.5 M, SPRAY DISTANCE NOZZLE 2: 0.6–0.8 M, LENGTH OF SPRAYER: 0.42 M, HOSE LENGTH: APPROX. 2 M, DIAMETER 8 MM, LEATHER 6 MM, PLASTIC. ORDER NUMBER 0421 600 0145 €79.90

CHILDREN’S WORK GLOVES KIDS

STIHL FABRIC GLOVES KIDS MADE FROM DURABLE SYNTHETIC LEATHER, BACK OF PALM: 100% POLYESTER, PALM: 100% SYNTHETIC, BACK OF FINGERTIPS 50% SYNTHETIC, 50% POLYURETHANE, INSIDES MADE FROM ELASTIC FABRIC BLEND, PADS: DURABLE SYNTHETIC LEATHER, ENGRAVED STIHL LOGO ON TOP, STRONG ELASTIC. BACK OF HAND: 100% POLYESTER, PALM: 50% NYLON, 50% POLYURETHANE. 5 SIZES: S, M, L, ORANGE / BLACK, ORDER NUMBER 0421 500 08.., €14.90, SKU 609 002.

REPLACEMENT BATTERY FOR STIHL TOYS TOY PRESSURE WASHER, TOY GRASS TRIMMER, TOY BLOWER, USB CHARGING CABLE INCLUDED. SCREWS ARE PLASTIC. ORDER NUMBER 0421 600 0195, €16.90.
**Wooden Children’s Workbench with Wooden Toys**

WOODEN WORKBench WITH WOODEN TOOLS, HOLDERS FOR THE ENTIRE RANGE OF STiHL CHILDREN’S TOOLS: CHAINSAW, LEAF BLOWER, BRUSHCUTTER AND HELMET, TOOLS NOT INCLUDED.

DIMENSIONS (L X W X H): APPROX. 59.5 X 29.5 X 94 CM.

FSC-CERTIFIED PINEWOOD, MDF

ORDER NUMBER 0421 600 0144

€124.90

**Toy Brushcutter with Battery**

TOY BRUSHCUTTER WITH CHARGING CABLE, TOY BLADE THAT LIGHTS UP IN DIFFERENT COLOURS WHEN IN USE. BATTERY-POWERED, HEIGHT-ADJUSTABLE, HANDLE INDIVIDUALLY ADJUSTABLE. PLASTIC

ORDER NUMBER 0420 460 0015

€39.90

**Toy Blower with Battery**

TOY BLOWER INCLUDING CHARGING CABLE. BATTERY-POWERED, THREE LENGTH SETTINGS FOR DETACHABLE BLOWER NOSE. REPLICA OF PROFESSIONAL POWER TOOL WITH ON/OFF SWITCH, SAFETY SWITCH AND BAR. PLASTIC

ORDER NUMBER 0420 460 0016

€39.90

**Toy Chainsaw with Batteries**

BATTERY-POWERED TOY CHAINSAW WITH LOOK AND FEEL OF THE INNOVATIVE STiHL MS 500I, MOVABLE, REPLACEABLE CHAIN, LED OPERATING DISPLAY, NEW BAR DESIGN, CHAINSAW SOUNDS ADJUSTABLE VIA VOLUME CONTROL, 40 CM LONG, FOR CHILDREN AGES 3 AND UP. BATTERIES AND REPLACEMENT CHAINS INCLUDED. PLASTIC

ORDER NUMBER 0421 600 0053

€124.90

**Toy Helmet**

FOLDING VISOR, ADJUSTABLE HEADBAND FROM APPROX. 42 TO 54 CM DEPENDING ON HEAD SIZE. FOLD-UP EARMUFFS FOR CHILDREN AGES 3 AND UP. ABS PLASTIC

ORDER NUMBER 0420 460 0001 ORANGE

€39.90

**"Kids" Garden Set**

SEt OF HIGH-QUALITY STiHL GARDEN TOOLS FOR KIDS: LARGE AND SMALL SHOVEL, AND RAKE. STiHL LOGO PRINT ON WOODEN HANDLES. SIZE: APPROX. 70 CM LARGE, 30 CM SMALL. FSC-CERTIFIED PINEWOOD, LACQUERED METAL

ORDER NUMBER 0421 600 0172

€29.90

**Replacement Chains for STiHL Toy Chainsaw**

Includes four chains and a metal wrench. Polyvinyl chloride (PVC), metal

ORDER NUMBER 0421 600 0207

€3.90
»ORANGE« HOODIE  
KIDS  
ORANGE HOODIE FOR CHILDREN, WITH LARGE, SLIGHTLY RAISED STIHL LOGO ON THE CHEST. 100% COTTON  
ORDER NUMBER 0421 400 08..  
€44.90

»KIDS POM-POM 24«  
BEANIE  
KIDS  
KNITTED BOBBLE HAT FOR KIDS, KNITTED STIHL LOGO, STIHL LABEL ON THE BRIM. 100% POLYACRYLIC  
ORDER NUMBER 0421 600 0210  
ONE SIZE  
ORANGE, BLACK, GREY  
€19.90

»KIDS’ WORKER«  
SHORTS  
KIDS  
STIHL WORK TROUSERS FOR KIDS, WITH NUMEROUS POCKETS, ADJUSTABLE WAIST. 65% POLYESTER, 35% COTTON  
ORDER NUMBER 0421 222 04..  
BLUE / GREY  
€49.90

»UTILITY«  
T-SHIRT  
KIDS  
GREY T-SHIRT, PATCH BREAST POCKET WITH HIGH-QUALITY, SLIGHTLY RAISED PRINT IN THE SHAPE OF OUR CHAINSAW, STIHL LABEL ON THE BACK. 100% COTTON  
ORDER NUMBER 0421 300 05..  
GREY  
€24.90

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE IN EUROS
**WOODED STACKING TOWER GAME**

Strong nerves and a steady hand are required for the Stihl edition of this classic stacking game. All 24 blocks of this game of skill, and the storage box, are laser-engraved with the STIHL logo. FSC-certified pinewood.

ORDER NUMBER 0464 959 0010

€13.60

**QUICKSTOP® DUMMY SET**

Practical twin pack of dummies for little Stihl fans aged 6 to 18 months. Food-safe, complies with European standard EN 1400. Silicone.

ORDER NUMBER 0464 095 0070

€13.90

**LUNCHBOX »ORGANIC CHAINSAW«**

Sustainable lunchbox for kids. Made of organic material, rounded design, STIHL logo and chainsaw on lid. Dimensions: approx. 15 x 11 x 6 cm. Thermoplastic material and natural wood cellulose.

ORDER NUMBER 0421 600 0071

€7.50

**ELK® PLUSH TOY**

Plush Elk with Stihl neckerchief. Approx. 31 x 30 cm. Polyester.

ORDER NUMBER 0431 600 0085

€15.90

**LUMBERJACK® BABYGROW**

Babygrow in trendy check pattern with small chainsaw on chest. 100% cotton.

ORDER NUMBER 0430 450 06.. RED/BLACK

€32.90

**TIM TIMBER® BEAVER BY STEIFF**

Cuddly toy beaver from Steiff, made of soft plush. Machine washable up to 30 °C. Approx. 22 cm tall. 80% acrylic, 20% polyester.

ORDER NUMBER 0464 971 0200

€79.90
**WOODEN 3D PUZZLE**

Build your own chainsaw 3D puzzle consisting of 156 individual pieces. Dimensions: 30 x 14 x 10 cm. FSC-certified wood.

ORDER NUMBER
0420 460 0011
€12.90

---

**CHAINSAW-SHAPED CUSHION**

The STIHL chainsaw cushion made of soft plush is a real eye-catcher and a must-have for every STIHL fan. Dimensions: 52 x 21 cm. 100% polyester.

ORDER NUMBER
0464 095 0200
€15.50
Expanding Horizons in the Big City
LET’S GO … WILD AND FREE
CONTRA SWEATSHIRT
MEN'S
MELANGE SWEATSHIRT WITH RAGLAN SLEEVES, EMBROIDERED STIHL »CONTRA LIGHTNING« LETTERING ON THE LEFT CHEST. 55% POLYESTER, 45% COTTON
ORDER NUMBER S – XXXL
0421 300 74.. BLUE
€59.90

SIGN GRAU CAP
UNISEX
GREY CAP, ROBUST DESIGN, ADJUSTABLE SIZE, REFLECTIVE STIHL »S« ON THE BRIM. 68% COTTON, 32% POLYAMIDE
ORDER NUMBER ONE SIZE
0421 300 76.. GREY
€19.90

LEGENDARY HOODIE
UNISEX
OVERSIZED HOODIE WITH ZIP ON POCKET, BLACK STIHL LOGO AND »LEGENDARY PERFORMANCE« PRINT ON THE LEFT CHEST. ALSO AVAILABLE IN ORANGE. 60% COTTON, 40% POLYESTER
ORDER NUMBER XS – XXXL
0421 400 27.. GREY
0421 400 28.. ORANGE
€79.90

SIGN GRAU CAP
UNISEX
GREY CAP, ROBUST DESIGN, ADJUSTABLE SIZE, REFLECTIVE STIHL »S« ON THE BRIM. 68% COTTON, 32% POLYAMIDE
ORDER NUMBER ONE SIZE
0421 300 74.. BLUE
€19.90

LEGENDARY HOODIE
UNISEX
OVERSIZED HOODIE WITH ZIP ON POCKET, BLACK STIHL LOGO AND »LEGENDARY PERFORMANCE« PRINT ON THE LEFT CHEST. ALSO AVAILABLE IN ORANGE. 60% COTTON, 40% POLYESTER
ORDER NUMBER XS – XXXL
0421 400 27.. GREY
0421 400 28.. ORANGE
€79.90

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE IN EUROS
MS 500i BACK T-SHIRT
UNISEX
BLACK UNISEX STIHL T-SHIRT WITH ORANGE STIHL LETTERING ON THE CHEST, DARK GREY STIHL MS 500i LINE DRAWING AS A PRINT ON THE BACK, 100% COTTON
ORDER NUMBER XS – XXXL
0421 300 80.. BLACK
€29.90

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE IN EUROS
EXPANDING HORIZONS IN THE BIG CITY
**LOGO**
SWEATSHIRT
UNISEX

Regular-fit sweatshirt with distinctive, slightly raised, 3D STIHL logo print on chest. Decorative cross-stitching on the rounded neckline, orange neck binding inside, and classic label. Available in two logo colour versions.

100% COTTON

ORDER NUMBER XS – XXXL

0420 900 15.. BLACK,
0420 900 16.. WHITE,
€49.90

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE IN EUROS

EXPANDING HORIZONS IN THE BIG CITY
«LYOCELL» CAP

STIHL CAP MADE FROM A LYOCELL/COTTON FABRIC. «LEGENDARY PERFORMANCE» PATCH ON THE FRONT, ADJUSTABLE METAL FASTENER. AVAILABLE IN BEIGE AND GREY. 60% LYOCELL, 40% COTTON.

ORDER NUMBER
0421 600 0115 BEIGE
0421 600 0202 GREY

€19.90

«URBAN» HIP-BAG

WHITE STIHL-BRANDED HIP BAG WITH BLACK ZIP, CAN BE WORN AROUND THE WAIST OR ACROSS THE SHOULDER, APPROX. 27 X 15 X 9 CM. POLYURETHANE.

ORDER NUMBER
0421 600 0174

€14.90

«STRIPE» SOCKS SET OF 3

UNISEX

CALF-LENGTH STIHL TENNIS SOCKS, PERFECT FIT, PACK OF THREE INCLUDES WHITE, BLACK AND GREY SOCKS. ALL FEATUREING ORANGE STRIPES. 80% COTTON, 18% POLYAMIDE, 2% ELASTANE.

ORDER NUMBER 35 – 46
0421 500 10 WHITE,
0421 500 11 BLACK,
0421 500 12 GREY

€29.90
REDISCOVER DAILY LIFE

»LEGENDARY« SWEATPANTS UNISEX
Grey unisex sweatpants with elasticated waistband and zips on the pockets. 60% cotton, 40% polyester.
Order number: XS-XXL
0421 222 13...
€69.90

»LEGENDARY« SWEATSHIRT UNISEX
Slightly oversized sweatshirt with round neckline. Three shades of grey: body in medium grey, belly in dark grey, sides and cuffs in light grey. "Stihl Legendary Performance" lettering on upper left sleeve. 60% cotton, 40% polyester.
Order number: XS-XXXL
0421 300 73...
€69.90

»BUCKET« HAT UNISEX
Black Stihl fishing hat with brim, lightweight lining and interior sweatband. White Stihl logo on the front. 100% cotton.
Order number: XS-S / M
0421 500 1209
€19.90

Order number: L / XL
0421 500 1211
€19.90

»LEGENDARY« SWEATPANTS UNISEX
Grey unisex sweatpants with elasticated waistband and zips on the pockets. 60% cotton, 40% polyester.
Order number: XS-XXL
0421 222 13...
€69.90

»LEGENDARY« SWEATSHIRT UNISEX
Slightly oversized sweatshirt with round neckline. Three shades of grey: body in medium grey, belly in dark grey, sides and cuffs in light grey. "Stihl Legendary Performance" lettering on upper left sleeve. 60% cotton, 40% polyester.
Order number: XS-XXXL
0421 300 73...
€69.90

»BUCKET« HAT UNISEX
Black Stihl fishing hat with brim, lightweight lining and interior sweatband. White Stihl logo on the front. 100% cotton.
Order number: XS-S / M
0421 500 1209
€19.90

Order number: L / XL
0421 500 1211
€19.90
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**SUSTAINABLE BOXY T-SHIRT**
WOMEN’S

BODY-FIT T-SHIRT WITH ROUND NECKLINE, SMALL STIHL LOGO ON THE FRONT BOTTOM RIGHT SIDE, 30% RECYCLED POLYESTER, 70% ORGANIC COTTON

ORDER NUMBER:
- BLACK: 0421 300 83
- GREY: 0421 300 84
- ORANGE: 0421 300 85

€34.90

**URBAN STYLE CARRY BAG**
UNISEX

MODERN STIHL CARRY BAG, PADDED INSIDE POCKET FOR LAP-TOP, WATER-REPELLENT, OUTSIDE POCKET FOR SMALLER ITEMS, DIMENSIONS: 30 X 50 X 20 CM (APPROX. 30 L). BODY: RIP-STOP POLYESTER / POLYURETHANE, LINING: POLYESTER

ORDER NUMBER:
- BLACK: 0421 600 0104
- GREY: 0421 600 0105

€49.90

**EXPANDING HORIZONS IN THE BIG CITY**
**HERITAGE SIGNET RING**

Matte silver signet ring with historic Stihl logo. Rhodium-plated brass.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Order Number</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6.5 mm</td>
<td>0421 600 0007</td>
<td>€49.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.6 mm</td>
<td>0421 600 0008</td>
<td>€49.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.7 mm</td>
<td>0421 600 0009</td>
<td>€49.90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CANVAS HERITAGE CARRY BAG**

Unisex carry bag made from canvas and polyurethane, with detachable shoulder strap, outside pocket for accessories, padded inside pocket. Dimensions: 20 x 43 x 9.5 cm (approx. 10 L). Outer material: canvas; edging material: polyurethane; lining: polyester.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Order Number</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Green</td>
<td>0421 600 0102</td>
<td>€79.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brown</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orange</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**STIHL MEMO GAME**

Stihl memory game consisting of 24 pairs of cards with pictures from the Stihl world. Storage box in shape and appearance of a tree trunk. Card size: approx. 75 mm. Box size: approx. 12.5 x 8.5 cm. Made of cardboard (0.4 mm thick corrugated cardboard).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Order Number</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0421 600 0206</td>
<td>€19.90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**LYOCELL CAP**

Unisex Stihl cap made from lyocell/cotton fabric. "Legends Performance" patch on the front, adjustable metal fastener. Available in beige and grey. 60% lyocell, 40% cotton.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Order Number</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Beige</td>
<td>0421 600 0115</td>
<td>€19.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grey</td>
<td>0421 600 0202</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CAFÉ GET-TERTHER**

Café get-together
**STIHL CIRCLE**

**UNISEX BACKPACK**


Order number: 0421 600 0103, black, white, orange

€39.90

**SUSTAINABLE BOXY T-SHIRT**

**WOMEN'S**

Boxy-fit T-shirt with round neckline, small STIHL logo on the front bottom right. Grey: 70% organic cotton, 30% recycled polyester; Orange: 100% organic cotton.

Order number: 0421 300 83.., grey, 0421 300 84.., orange

€34.90
STIHL SWEATSHIRT IN BLACK WITH TWO ZIP POCKETS AT WAIST HEIGHT, ORANGE DRAWSTRING, RAISED 3D PRINT OF THE STIHL LOGO ON THE CHEST. 100% COTTON
ORDER NUMBER XS – XXXL
0421 300 48.. BLACK
€49.90

PERFORMANCE TROUSERS
MEN’S
OUTDOOR TROUSERS MADE OF FLEXIBLE FOUR-WAY STRETCH FABRIC, WITH ELASTICATED WAIST, TWO ZIP POCKETS, SIDE ZIP POCKET AT BACK, BLACK REFLECTIVE STIHL LOGO PRINT ON THE SIDE, STIHL JEANS LABEL ON THE BACK. 95% NYLON, 5% ELASTANE
ORDER NUMBER XS – XXXL
0421 222 10.. BLACK
€99.90

PERFORMANCE TROUSERS
WOMEN’S
OUTDOOR TROUSERS MADE OF FLEXIBLE FOUR-WAY STRETCH FABRIC, WITH ELASTICATED WAIST, TWO ZIP POCKETS, SIDE ZIP POCKET AT BACK, BLACK REFLECTIVE STIHL LOGO PRINT ON THE SIDE, STIHL JEANS LABEL ON THE BACK. 95% NYLON, 5% ELASTANE
ORDER NUMBER XS – XXL
0421 300 43.. BLACK
€49.90

SUSTAINABLE ICON T-SHIRT
WOMEN’S
WHITE NATURAL-LOOK ORGANIC COTTON T-SHIRT WITH ROUND NECKLINE, SMALL STIHL SAW ICON AT THE BOTTOM LEFT, PRINTS CREATED USING ORGANIC COLOURS. 100% ORGANIC COTTON
ORDER NUMBER XS – XL
0421 300 43.. NATURAL WHITE
€34.90

AIRPODS CASE
BLACK AIRPODS CASE WITH RAISED ORANGE «S» AND «STIHL LEGENDARY PERFORMANCE» LOGO, ORANGE SNAP HOOK, SILICONE
ORDER NUMBER
0421 600 0166 AIRPODS CASE GEN. 3, 2021
0421 600 0167 AIRPODS CASE PRO GEN. 3, 2022
€19.90

EXPANDING HORIZONS IN THE BIG CITY
NOTIZBUCH
ORANGE STIHL NOTEBOOK WITH NATURAL COVER MATERIAL AND DENIM LABEL. INSIDE PAGES WITH DOTTED GRID AND SMALL CHAINSAW ICON AT THE TOP PAGES. TWO BOOKMARK RIBBONS. DIMENSIONS: 165 X 220 MM. FSC-CERTIFIED RECYCLED PAPER

ORDER NUMBER
0421 600 0054
€22.90

ESPRESSO CUPS
SET OF 2
BLACK AND WHITE STIHL ESPRESSO CUPS WITH STARTER GRIP HANDLE, SET OF TWO. CHAINSAW ICON ON FRONT, STIHL LOGO ON THE INSIDE, DISHWASHER-SAFE. PORCELAIN

ORDER NUMBER
0431 600 0078
€19.90

"LOGO CIRCLE" POLO SHIRT
UNISEX
REGULAR-FIT POLO SHIRT IN COTTON PIQUÉ. WITH SIDE VENTS AND RIBBED CUFFS WITH ORANGE STRIPES. SLIGHTLY RAISED STIHL LOGO PRINT ON CHEST. DECORATIVE FLATLOCK SEAMS ON INSIDE. 100% COTTON

ORDER NUMBER
0420 900 13...
XS – XXXL BLACK
€34.90
REAL
STIHL
1 CUP
Cup with STIHL logo, capacity approx. 350 ml, 11 cm high.
Dishwasher-safe porcelain
ORDER NUMBER 0464 387 0000
€14.90

2 «SAFETY HELMET» KEYRING
Keyring in shape of a hard hat, with ring and chain, approx. 4 x 5 x 2.2 cm, plastic
ORDER NUMBER 0444 110 0010
€1.00

3 «CHAINSAW» USB STICK, 8 GB
USB interface: 3.0
Data volume: 8 GB
Metal alloy
ORDER NUMBER 0420 360 0008
€17.50

4 «FORESTRY WORKER» KEYRING
Hand-painted keyring, with ring and chain, plastic
ORDER NUMBER 0420 960 0002
€2.50

5 «CHAINSAW» KEYRING
Chainsaw-shaped keyring with realistic sound effect, button batteries included, replaceable, plastic
ORDER NUMBER 0420 960 0003
€5.00

6 BEACH TOWEL
Towel for the beach, sauna or steam bath, with soft terrycloth feel and large logo design, size: 80 x 180 cm.
100% cotton
ORDER NUMBER 0420 960 0018
€37.90

7 «METAL CHAINSAW» KEYRING
Chainsaw-shaped keyring, length of saw: 5 cm, total length with ring: 8.5 cm.
Zinc alloy with matte nickel coating
ORDER NUMBER 0420 960 0009
€4.90

8 «CUT-OFF MACHINE» BOTTLE OPENER
Solid and comfortable-to-hold bottle-cap lifter in cut-off grinder design,
Dimensions: 90 x 50 x 3.2 mm.
Brushed metal, zinc alloy with nickel coating
ORDER NUMBER 0420 960 0013
€4.90

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE IN EUROS
REAL STIHL
**STIHL ESSENTIALS**

**»LOGO CIRCLE« T-SHIRT**
**UNISEX**

Regular-fit round-neck t-shirt made of high-quality cotton jersey with large tonal 3D logo print on sleeve; logo label on inside; 100% cotton.

Order number: 0420 600 37.
€24.90

**»LOGO« BOXERSHORTS**
**SET OF 2**
**MEN'S**

Stihl boxer shorts with Stihl logo repeated on waistband. Set of two in black and grey. Black: 95% cotton, 5% elastane; grey: 85% cotton, 10% viscose, 5% elastane.

Order number: S – XXXL
0421 222 05.. GREY, BLACK
€26.90

**»SNEAKER« SOCKS**
**SET OF 3**
**UNISEX**

Sneaker socks made of a lightweight material mix with knitted Stihl logo on the front. 85% cotton, 15% polyamide, 2% elastane.

Order number: 38 – 46
0421 500 09.. WHITE
0421 500 11.. BLACK
€14.90

**»LOGO« CIRCLE«**
**T-SHIRT**
**UNISEX**

Regular-fit round-neck t-shirt made of high-quality cotton jersey with large tonal 3D logo print on sleeve; logo label on inside; 100% cotton.

Order number: 0420 600 37.
€24.90
1 **Chain-saw** Ice Cube Tray

For eight ice chain-saws and two rectangular ice cubes with Stihl logo. BPA-free and Food- and Fat-compliant. Silicone

ORDER NUMBER 0420 360 0000 €15.50

2 **Chain-saw** Hanging Charm

Miniature chain-saw pendant for charm bracelets on necklaces. With small locking mechanism. Rhodium-plated 925 silver.

ORDER NUMBER 0464 120 0070 €19.90

3 **Wooden** Key Ring

Sanded on both sides. 0.45 cm thick, approx. 6.5 cm long. FSC-certified pear wood.

ORDER NUMBER 0421 600 0028 €3.90

4 **Axe** Hanging Charm

Two crossed axes, 18 mm long. Rhodium-plated 925 silver.

ORDER NUMBER 0420 560 0007 €19.90

5 **Icon** Paper Clip Pack

Including 20 pcs. Orange Stihl paper clips shaped like miniature chain-saws. Metal.

ORDER NUMBER 0464 600 0015 €2.20

6 **Chain** Hanging Charm

Miniature chain link, 18 mm long. Rhodium-plated 925 silver.

ORDER NUMBER 0420 600 0050 €19.90

7 Silikon-Aufkleber 3er-Set »STIHL«

Drei gewuchtete Aufkleber mit Silikonrückseite. Wiederverwender. 100% Polyester

ORDER NUMBER 0420 600 0016 €8.90

8 **Key Cover**

Orange and grey. Approx. 1 cm thick. Pvc

ORDER NUMBER 0420 960 0015 €23.90

9 **Wine Stopper** »Starter Grip«

Set of two STIHL wine stoppers in starter grip design. Stainless steel, silicone, polyvinyl chloride (PVC)

ORDER NUMBER 0421 600 0100 €21.90

10 **Beer Glasses** Set of 2

Dishwasher-safe, capacity of 300 ml each

ORDER NUMBER 0421 600 0031 €14.90

11 **Beer Glasses** Set of 2

Dishwasher-safe, capacity of 500 ml each

ORDER NUMBER 0421 600 0014 €12.90

12 **LED Flashlight**

3 W LED Torch, three AAA batteries Included. With engraved STIHL logo. Length. 11.5 cm, diameter. 3 cm, metal.

ORDER NUMBER 0421 600 0007 €11.90
**WINTER IN**

**»MS 500i CHAINSAW« SNOW GLOBE**


*Order number* 0421 600 0075

€24.90

**»STIHL NUTCRACKER«**

STIHL nutcracker with beard, plaid lumberjack shirt, STIHL belt and chainsaw trousers.

Size: approx. 20 cm. FSC-certified wood.

*Order number* 0421 600 0178

€29.90

**ORANGE**
**SPORTY**

**WINTER SEASON**

**LONG-SLEEVE UNDERSHIRT**

UNISEX

STIHL UNDERWEAR MADE FROM AN ELASTICATED LYOCELL-MERINO BLEND. TIGHT-FITTING, DARK GREY MELANGE, WITH KNITTED PATTERN OF SMALL CHAINSAWS ON ORANGE BACKGROUND, STIHL LOGO ON UPPER ARM, CHAINSAW ON LOWER HEM. 29% LYOCELL, 26% POLYESTER, 21% POLYAMIDE, 20% WOOL (MERINO), 4% ELASTANE.

ORDER NUMBER: DARK GREY MELANGE, ORANGE

0431 300 9648 XS / S
0431 300 9656 M / L
0431 300 9664 XL / XXL

€79.90

**WINTER SEASON**

**LONG UNDERPANTS**

UNISEX

STIHL UNDERWEAR MADE FROM AN ELASTICATED LYOCELL-MERINO BLEND. TIGHT-FITTING, DARK GREY MELANGE, WITH KNITTED PATTERN OF SMALL CHAINSAWS ON ORANGE BACKGROUND, STIHL LOGO AND CHAINSAW ON WAIST-BAND. 29% LYOCELL, 26% POLYESTER, 21% POLYAMIDE, 20% WOOL (MERINO), 4% ELASTANE.

ORDER NUMBER: DARK GREY MELANGE, ORANGE

0431 222 2248 XS / S
0431 222 2256 M / L
0431 222 2264 XL / XXL

€69.90

**AND WARM**

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE IN EUROS

REAL STIHL
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1. **«Chainsaw Key Rack with Magnet»**

   STIHL wooden key rack styled after the MS 500i, with integrated magnet inside the board. Includes four metal keys. Prominent key holder in the design of a chainsaw starter. KEY RACK: ABS WITH METAL FRONT PANEL; RECESSED MAGNETS; HOOKS: CAST METAL, BLACK GALLUMME, NYLON.

   ORDER NUMBER: 0421 600 0090
   €49.90

2. **«Cut-Off Machine Pizza Cutter»**

   STIHL pizza cutter in the shape of a STIHL cut-off grinder. Stainless steel cutting wheel, high-impact plastic case, stainless steel surface. STAINLESS STEEL, PLASTIC.

   ORDER NUMBER: 0423 560 0053
   €19.90

3. **«STIHL Bumper Sticker»**

   Orange domed STIHL bumper sticker with white STIHL logo, weatherproof. Dimensions: 45 x 100 mm. POLYMER PVC FILM.

   ORDER NUMBER: 0421 600 0168
   €3.90

4. **«STIHL Wood Moisture Meter»**

   New battery-powered STIHL wood moisture meter with illuminated display, rubberised handle, extendable sensors, new chip technology, plastic, batteries.

   ORDER NUMBER: 0421 600 0080
   €24.90

5. **«Football Training Ball in a Modern Football Design, Size 5, Hand-stitched, with Safety Valve. 100% Polyvinyl Chloride (PVC)-Free Synthetic Leather»**

   ORDER NUMBER: 0421 600 0020
   €19.90

6. **«Power Saw Multitool»**

   Chainsaw-shaped STIHL pocket knife inspired by the MS 500i. Multitool: knife, saw, screwdriver (flat and Phillips head), bottle opener, corkscrew. Made of stainless steel. ABS CASE, DIMENSIONS: 12 x 5 CM. MULTITool: STAINLESS STEEL.

   ORDER NUMBER: 0421 600 0184
   €39.90

7. **«Chainsaw Starter Corkscrew»**

   STIHL corkscrew in the shape of a chainsaw starter handle. ABS, black oxidised and orange stainless steel.

   ORDER NUMBER: 0421 600 0182
   €19.90

8. **«STIHL Wall-Mounted Bottle Opener»**

   High-quality wall-mounted bottle opener in legendary STIHL Contra design, with high-quality STIHL emblem. Cast iron, zinc alloy (emblem).

   ORDER NUMBER: 0421 600 0081
   €34.90

9. **«Icon Charging Station Organiser»**

   3-in-1 charging pedestal made from high-quality oakwood for charging mobile devices, headphones and smart watches. Various cables and adapters included, compatible with multiple manufacturers (including Apple, Samsung). Smart watch charging cable not included. Technical specifications: 5 V, 2.1 A; WATCH 5 V, 0.6 A; TWS HEADPHONES 5 V, 0.6 A; TOTAL 3.3 A; 16.5 W OUTPUT. OAK, FELT.

   ORDER NUMBER: 0421 600 0097
   €64.90

10. **«Contra Wall-Mounted Bottle Opener»**

    New battery-powered STIHL wood moisture meter with illuminated display, rubberised handle, extendable sensors, new chip technology, plastic, batteries.

    ORDER NUMBER: 0421 600 0080
    €24.90

11. **«STIHL Bumper Sticker»**

    Orange domed STIHL bumper sticker with white STIHL logo, weatherproof. Dimensions: 45 x 100 mm. POLYMER PVC FILM.

    ORDER NUMBER: 0421 600 0168
    €3.90

12. **«FOOTBALL Training ball in a modern football design, size 5, hand-stitched, with safety valve. 100% polyvinyl chloride (PVC)-free synthetic leather»**

    ORDER NUMBER: 0421 600 0020
    €19.90

13. **«STIHL Wood Moisture Meter»**

    New battery-powered STIHL wood moisture meter with illuminated display, rubberised handle, extendable sensors, new chip technology, plastic, batteries.

    ORDER NUMBER: 0421 600 0080
    €24.90

14. **«STIHL Bumper Sticker»**

    Orange domed STIHL bumper sticker with white STIHL logo, weatherproof. Dimensions: 45 x 100 mm. POLYMER PVC FILM.

    ORDER NUMBER: 0421 600 0168
    €3.90

15. **«STIHL Wood Moisture Meter»**

    New battery-powered STIHL wood moisture meter with illuminated display, rubberised handle, extendable sensors, new chip technology, plastic, batteries.

    ORDER NUMBER: 0421 600 0080
    €24.90
HEADS UP

»LOGO« CAP
UNISEX
BLACK CAP WITH SHAPED VISOR. ORANGE STIHL LOGO ON THE FRONT, SMALL YEAR INDICATION ON THE SIDE, 'LEGENDARY PERFORMANCE'-LETTERING ON THE SIDE OF THE VISOR. SNAP-BACK CLOSURE. 100% COTTON
ORDER NUMBER 0420 940 0009 ONE SIZE BLACK €14.90

»LOGO CIRCLE« BASEBALL CAP
UNISEX
BLACK BASEBALL CAP WITH ORANGE 'LEGENDARY PERFORMANCE'-LOGO. METAL CLIP ON THE BACK AS SNAPBACK CLOSURE. 100% COTTON
ORDER NUMBER 0420 940 0001 ONE SIZE BLACK €14.90

»LOGO MESH« CAP
UNISEX
BLACK TRUCKER CAP WITH FLAT PROFILE. SLIGHTLY CURVED VISOR IN TYPICAL STIHL ORANGE. SNAPBACK CLOSURE. STIHL CIRCLE LOGO ON THE BACK. FRONT PANEL: 100% COTTON, HEAT-SET ELASTANE
ORDER NUMBER 0421 600 0116 ONE SIZE BLACK €8.90

»FUNCTION« BEANIE
UNISEX
STIHL BEANIE WITH ORANGE RUBBER LOGO PRINT, WINDPROOF FOREHEAD SECTION. IDEAL FOR WORN UNDER HELMETS IN WINTER OR AS A RUNNING HAT. 92% POLYESTER, 8% ELASTANE
ORDER NUMBER 0421 600 0039 ONE SIZE BLACK €12.90

»VISOR« BEANIE
UNISEX
WINTER BEANIE WITH THE LOOK OF A CAP AND THE QUALITIES OF A KNITTED HAT. 100% POLYACRYLIC
ORDER NUMBER 0421 600 0039 ONE SIZE BLACK €12.90

»FUNCTION WINTER« BEANIE
UNISEX
GREY BEANIE, FITS SNUGLY TO THE HEAD FOR OPTIMUM WARMTH. THE VISOR IS CURVED TO FIT THE LOGO ON THE FRONT. 100% WOOL MERINO
ORDER NUMBER 0421 600 0045 ONE SIZE BLACK €29.90

»FUNCTON« WINTER« BEANIE
UNISEX
GREY BEANIE, FITS SNUGLY TO THE HEAD FOR OPTIMUM WARMTH. THE VISOR IS CURVED TO FIT THE LOGO ON THE FRONT. 100% WOOL MERINO
ORDER NUMBER 0421 600 0045 ONE SIZE BLACK €29.90

»STIHL« FLEECE JACKET
UNISEX
FLEECE JACKET MADE FROM WARM AND SOFT POLYESTER FLEECE. STIHL LOGO PRINT ON THE CHEST. 100% POLYESTER
ORDER NUMBER 0420 990 0503 ONE SIZE BLACK €29.90

»LOGO CIRCLE« SOFTSHELL JACKET
MEN’S
BLACK SOFTSHELL JACKET. GREY COLOR-BLOCKED SHOULDER SECTION. ORANGE ACCENTS ON HOOD AND SUBARMOR. STIHL ELASTO-START ZIPPER. 94% POLYESTER, 6% ELASTANE
ORDER NUMBER 0420 910 0001 S - XXL BLACK €89.90

»VISOR« BEANIE
UNISEX
WINTER BEANIE WITH THE LOOK OF A CAP AND THE QUALITIES OF A KNITTED HAT. 100% POLYACRYLIC
ORDER NUMBER 0421 600 0039 ONE SIZE BLACK €12.90

»FUNCTION« BEANIE
UNISEX
STIHL BEANIE WITH ORANGE RUBBER LOGO PRINT, WINDPROOF FOREHEAD SECTION. IDEAL FOR WORN UNDER HELMETS IN WINTER OR AS A RUNNING HAT. 92% POLYESTER, 8% ELASTANE
ORDER NUMBER 0421 500 0709 ONE SIZE BLACK €14.90

ORDER NUMBER 0421 500 0711 ONE SIZE L/XL €14.90

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE IN EUROS
HERITAGE

ZIPPO LIGHTER
ICONIC LIGHTER WITH HISTORIC STIHL LOGO, PRODUCED IN TRUSTED ZIPPO QUALITY. METAL
ORDER NUMBER 0420 640 0001
€44.90

HERITAGE KEYCHAIN
STIHL KEYCHAIN, BROWN LEATHER, ANTIQUE GOLDEN BRASS, DIE-CAST METAL, SPACE FOR AT LEAST THREE KEYS INSIDE AND ONE KEY ATTACHED TO OUTSIDE, ENGRAVED HISTORIC STIHL LOGO. DIMENSIONS: APPROX. 184 X 26 X 18 MM (WHEN OPENED), DOUBLE-LAYERED LEATHER (APPROX. 5.6 MM THICK), BRASS AND DIE-CAST METAL.
ORDER NUMBER 0421 600 0186
€18.90

CONTRA HIP FLASK
HIGH-QUALITY STAINLESS STEEL HIP FLASK IN CANISTER FORM, WITH HISTORIC STIHL LOGO, CAPACITY: APPROX. 125 ML, STAINLESS STEEL.
ORDER NUMBER 0421 600 0171
€19.90

HERITAGE SIGN
WITH FOUR DRILLED HOLES, APPROX. 21 X 29 CM. TINPLATE
ORDER NUMBER 0420 640 0004
€19.90

CONTRA UNIVERSAL BOX
VERSATILE STORAGE BOX, LID INSPIRED BY THE STORAGE COVER FOR THE STIHL CONTRA, NOT DISHWASHER-SAFE, APPROX. 18 X 12 X 6 CM, FOOD-SAFE TINPLATE
ORDER NUMBER 0420 640 0000
€14.90
»HERITAGE« CUFFLINKS
HIGH-QUALITY CUFFLINKS WITH HISTORIC STIHL LOGO, FROM THE »HERITAGE« COLLECTION, COMES IN BLACK STIHL BOX, DIAMETER: 17 MM, BRASS, RHODIUM-PLATED
ORDER NUMBERS 0421 600 0183
€34.90

»FLAT CAP« UNISEX
SLIM-FIT FLAT CAP, BLACK AND GREY HERRINGBONE PATTERN, GENUINE LEATHER PATCH ON THE SIDE, 85% WOOL, 15% POLYAMIDE; LINING: 96% COTTON
ORDER NUMBERS 0421 500 0063.. GREY
€24.90

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE IN EUROS
**WALL CLOCK**


ORDER NUMBER 0464 401 0020

€39.90

**KEYRING BOTTLE OPENER**

Stihl keyring bottle opener in MS 500 design with carabiner closure. Length: 5 cm. Thickness: 4.5 mm. Zinc alloy with matte nickel plating.

ORDER NUMBER 0421 600 0070

€4.90

**POCKET KNIFE**

Stihl pocket knife made of high-quality stainless steel with orange fibreglass-reinforced plastic handle and lockable blade.

ORDER NUMBER 0421 600 0108

€16.90

**HIKING CUTLERY**

Stihl hiking cutlery set made from stainless steel. Includes knife and camping fork. Orange fibreglass-reinforced plastic handles.

ORDER NUMBER 0421 600 0146

€19.90

**«HERITAGE» RFID CARDHOLDER**

Brown cardholder from the Stihl Heritage collection. Holds up to five cards. FSC-certified wooden charging plate. Suitable for use with all devices. RFID blocker. Pu (leather optic).

ORDER NUMBER 0421 600 0109 BROWN

€39.90

**INDUCTION CHARGER**

Wireless charging. 3 x charging voltage. Made from FSC-certified walnut. Suitable for all devices. Check that your devices are suitable for use with this charger. Charging plate: FSC-certified walnut.

ORDER NUMBER 0420 960 0011

€16.90

**TIMELESSLY MODERN WALL CLOCK**


ORDER NUMBER 0464 401 0020

€39.90

**CHRONOGRAPH**


ORDER NUMBER 0421 600 0001

€149.90

**WRISTWATCH**


ORDER NUMBER 0421 600 0000

€69.90

**STIHL® WRISTWATCH**


ORDER NUMBER 0464 401 0000

€69.90

**STIHL® CHRONOGRAPH**


ORDER NUMBER 0421 600 0001

€149.90

**STIHL® CHRONOGRAPH**


ORDER NUMBER 0421 600 0001

€149.90

**STIHL® Wristwatch**


ORDER NUMBER 0464 401 0000

€69.90

**STIHL® Wristwatch**


ORDER NUMBER 0464 401 0000

€69.90
GARDEN GNOME

This garden gnome holding a Stihl chainsaw belongs in every front garden! The approx. 20 cm tall gnome with work trousers, plaid shirt, suspenders, obligatory pointed cap and many other lovingly crafted details makes a fun ornament for any flower bed. Polyresin

ORDER NUMBER
0420 360 0010

€19.90

TIMBERSPORTS® EDITION GARDEN GNOME

Does he really help his owner cut wood? That remains a mystery. One thing is clear, though: This TIMBERSPORTS® garden gnome is happiest when standing in the garden of a fan – perhaps even beside his colleague, the Stihl garden gnome. This 20 cm tall figure comes in a sporty look with an axe, tree trunk and TIMBERSPORTS® shirt. Polyresin

ORDER NUMBER
0421 600 0083

€19.90
THE TIMBERSPORTS® SPECIAL SET FROM PLAYMOBIL CONSISTS OF THREE PLAYMOBIL FIGURES IN EXCLUSIVE TIMBERSPORTS® LOOK, WITH MATCHING ACCESSORIES DESIGNED IN THE STYLE OF ORIGINAL STIHL PRODUCTS. PLASTIC.

ORDER NUMBERS
0421 600 0137
€29.90

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE IN EUROS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Description</th>
<th>Details</th>
<th>Order Number</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>TIMBERSPORTS® 2-IN-1 CHOPPING BOARD</strong></td>
<td>Cutting board with typical TIMBERSPORTS® crossed axes machined into it. Includes kitchen knife in TIMBERSPORTS® design, practical storage bag, cleaning cloth, non-slip base, bamboo, stainless steel, plastic.</td>
<td>0421 600 0085</td>
<td>€29.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TIMBERSPORTS® AXE CUP</strong></td>
<td>Matte black TIMBERSPORTS®-inspired high-quality packaging of the famous TIMBERSPORTS® crossed axes, porcelain.</td>
<td>0420 600 0073</td>
<td>€19.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TIMBERSPORTS® SHEET METAL SIGN</strong></td>
<td>High-quality metal sign with four bradded holes, size: 30 x 40 cm. Timplated.</td>
<td>0420 600 0083</td>
<td>€19.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TIMBERSPORTS® BREAD KNIFE</strong></td>
<td>Bread knife in TIMBERSPORTS® design, comes in high-quality packaging including blade cover designed to look like a chainsaw guard, knife: stainless steel sheath, plastic.</td>
<td>0421 600 0086</td>
<td>€34.90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SPORTY FOR EVERY OCCASION

»TIMBERSPORTS® LOGO« CAP UNISEX
CLASSIC SIX-PANEL FAN CAP, CAMOUFLAGE OF STYLIZED WOOD CHIPS ON THE EDGES OF THE VISOR. TIMBERSPORTS® LOGO AS FLAT EMBROIDERY ON THE FRONT, ADJUSTABLE SIZE, 100% COTTON
ORDER NUMBER 0421 600 0213 ONE SIZE BLACK
€14.90

»SHORT TIMBERSPORTS® SPORT LEGGINGS MEN'S
TIGHT-FITTING SHORT SPORT LEGGINGS, QUICK-DRYING, NO CHAFING, TIMBERSPORTS® LOGO PRINT ON THE SIDE. 86% POLYESTER, 14% ELASTANE
ORDER NUMBER S – XXXL 0421 222 16.. BLACK
€39.90

»CAMOUFLAGE TIMBERSPORTS® SOCKS UNISEX
SOCKS IN BLACK, ORANGE AND WHITE WITH CAMOUFLAGE PATTERN OF SMALL WOOD CHIPS THAT ARE CREATED WHEN CHOPPING WITH AN AXE DURING TIMBERSPORTS® COMPETITIONS. 98% POLYESTER, 2% ELASTANE
ORDER NUMBER 38 – 46 0421 500 18.. BLACK, ORANGE, WHITE
€14.90

»TIMBERSPORTS® LOGO« CAP UNISEX
CLASSIC SIX-PANEL FAN CAP, CAMOUFLAGE OF STYLIZED WOOD CHIPS ON THE EDGES OF THE VISOR. TIMBERSPORTS® LOGO AS FLAT EMBROIDERY ON THE FRONT, ADJUSTABLE SIZE, 100% COTTON
ORDER NUMBER 0421 600 0213 ONE SIZE BLACK
€14.90

»TIMBERSPORTS® FUNCTIONAL SHIRT WOMEN'S
FUNCTIONAL SHIRT FOR WOMEN IN COLOURBLOCK STYLE IN BLACK, DARK GREY AND STIHL ORANGE, WITH SUBTLE WAIST DEFINITION, TIMBERSPORTS® LOGO ON THE CHEST, SMALL PRINTED AXES ON THE SLEEVES. 86% POLYESTER, 14% ELASTANE
ORDER NUMBER XS – XL 0421 300 88.. GREY, BLACK
€39.90

»TIMBERSPORTS® FUNCTIONAL SHIRT WOMEN'S
FUNCTIONAL SHIRT FOR WOMEN IN COLOURBLOCK STYLE IN BLACK, DARK GREY AND STIHL ORANGE, WITH SUBTLE WAIST DEFINITION, TIMBERSPORTS® LOGO ON THE CHEST, SMALL PRINTED AXES ON THE SLEEVES. 86% POLYESTER, 14% ELASTANE
ORDER NUMBER XS – XL 0421 300 88.. GREY, BLACK
€39.90

»LONG TIMBERSPORTS® SPORT LEGGINGS WOMEN'S
WOMEN'S SPORT LEGGINGS FOR INDOOR AND OUTDOOR SPORTS. TIMBERSPORTS® LOGO PRINT ON THE SIDE, POCKET AT THE BACK OF THE WAISTBAND, CONTRAST STITCHING. 86% POLYESTER, 14% ELASTANE
ORDER NUMBER XS – XL 0421 222 15.. BLACK
€49.90

»TIMBERSPORTS® SHOELACES 2-PACK UNISEX
SHOELACES WITH TIMBERSPORTS® PRINT, SET OF TWO DIFFERENT PAIRS. BLACK, COL. ORANGE, TIMBERSPORTS® PRINT IN ORANGE AND WHITE. 100% POLYESTER
ORDER NUMBER 120 CM LONG 0421 600 0211 BLACK
€9.90

»LONG TIMBERSPORTS® SPORT LEGGINGS WOMEN'S
WOMEN'S SPORT LEGGINGS FOR INDOOR AND OUTDOOR SPORTS. TIMBERSPORTS® LOGO PRINT ON THE SIDE, POCKET AT THE BACK OF THE WAISTBAND, CONTRAST STITCHING. 86% POLYESTER, 14% ELASTANE
ORDER NUMBER XS – XL 0421 222 15.. BLACK
€49.90
**TIMBERSPORTS®**

**SOCKS SET OF 3**
UNISEX

TIMBERSPORTS® tennis socks in a pack of three, in white and black with contrasting stripes, TIMBERSPORTS® logo, crossed axes at ankle height and all-over print.
80% COTTON, 18% POLYAMIDE, 2% ELASTANE

ORDER NUMBER 38-46
0421 500 14...
BLACK, WHITE
€29.90

**TIMBERSPORTS®**

**SPORTS BAG**

TIMBERSPORTS® sports bag in black, white and orange, dimensions: approx. 65 x 33 x 30 cm, volume: approx. 50 L. Body: polyester / polyurethane; lining: polyester

ORDER NUMBER 0421 600 0105
BLACK, WHITE, ORANGE
€69.90

**TIMBERSPORTS®**

**TRUCKER CAP**

With "KISS MY AXE" logo on front panel, snapback closure.
100% POLYESTER

ORDER NUMBER ONE-FITS-ALL
0464 021 0050
BLACK/WHITE
€14.90

**LOGO TIMBERSPORTS®**

**SWEATSHIRT**
UNISEX

TIMBERSPORTS® sweatshirt, regular fit, with pouch at the front, ribbed cuffs, large TIMBERSPORTS® print on the chest. Two small crossed axes at the back of the neck.
60% COTTON, 40% POLYESTER

ORDER NUMBER XS - XXXL
0421 300 75...
GREY
€59.90
TIMBERSPORTS® SPORT SUNGLASSES UNISEX
BLACK SPORTS SUNGLASSES WITH COLOURED MIRROR ORANGE VISOR. SOFT TEMPLES. ADJUSTABLE NOSE PADS. TWO CROSSED AXES ON THE OUTSIDE OF EACH TEMPLE. GLASSES WIDTH: 147 MM; LENS WIDTH: 68 MM; LENS HEIGHT: 64 MM; NOSE BRIDGE WIDTH: 20 MM; TEMPLE LENGTH: 133 MM. DEVELOPED IN COLLABORATION WITH UVEX.
LENSES WITH 100% UV-A, UV-B AND UV-C PROTECTION; LENS MATERIAL: POLYACRYLIC; FRAME AND TEMPLES: POLYAMIDE.
ORDER NUMBER 0421 600 0190 BLACK
RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE IN EUROS €89.90
**LOGO TIMBERSPORTS® JACKET UNISEX**

Black windbreaker for fans of lumberjack sports, large Timbersports® logo on the back, crossed axes in black on the chest, inside lined with light orange fleece. 100% polyester.

Order number: 0421 100 30

- XS - XXXL
- €89.90

**KISS MY AXE® BEANIE**

Statement patch on turned-up brim. 100% polyacrylic

Order number: 0421 600 0008

- One fits all
- Black
- €16.90

**TIMBERSPORTS® NOTEBOOK**

Timbersports® notebook with crossed axes on the cover, denim label, FSC-certified recycled paper, inside paper with dotted grid, front and back cover in Timbersports® wood look, crossed axes on each page, flex cover, black trim, two bookmark ribbons. Format: 16.5 x 22 cm.

Order number: 0421 600 0055

- Black
- €22.90
TIMBERSPORTS®

TIMBERSPORTS® TUBE SCARF
UNISEX
TIMBERSPORTS® TUBE SCARF, SMALL PRINTED TIMBERSPORTS® LOGOS, CROSSED AXES, STYLISED WOOD SPLINTERS. 100% POLYESTER
ORDER NUMBER 0421 600 0204 BLACK, GREY
€17.90

TIMBERSPORTS® LONG-SLEEVE SHIRT
UNISEX
TIMBERSPORTS® LONG-SLEEVED FUNCTIONAL SHIRT IN BLACK, TIMBERSPORTS® LOGO ON THE CHEST, SMALL PRINTED AXES ON THE SLEEVES. 64% POLYESTER, 16% ELASTANE
ORDER NUMBER 0421 300 89.. BLACK
€49.90

TIMBERSPORTS® FUNCTIONAL SHIRT
MEN’S
FUNCTIONAL SHIRT FOR MEN IN COLOURBLOCK STYLE IN BLACK AND DARK GREY, TIMBERSPORTS® LOGO ON THE CHEST. SMALL PRINTED AXES ON THE SLEEVES. 84% POLYESTER, 16% ELASTANE
ORDER NUMBER S – XXXL 0421 300 87 .. GREY, BLACK
€39.90

TIMBERSPORTS® FUNCTIONAL SHIRT
MEN’S
FUNCTIONAL SHIRT FOR MEN IN COLOURBLOCK STYLE FOR MEN IN BLACK AND DARK GREY, TIMBERSPORTS® LOGO ON THE CHEST. SMALL PRINTED AXES ON THE SLEEVES. 84% POLYESTER, 16% ELASTANE
ORDER NUMBER S – XXXL 0421 300 87 .. GREY, BLACK
€39.90

LOGO VERTICAL T-SHIRT
UNISEX
WHITE STIHL TIMBERSPORTS® T-SHIRT FOR MEN AND WOMEN, SIMPLE DESIGN, LARGE VERTICAL STIHL TIMBERSPORTS® LOGO ON LEFT FRONT. 100% COTTON
ORDER NUMBER XS – XXL 0420 500 29.. BLACK 0420 500 30.. WHITE
€24.90

Small Axe T-Shirt
MEN’S
CASUAL T-SHIRT IN A REGULAR FIT, Tonal, slightly raised print with crossed axes at chest height. AVAILABLE IN BLACK OR WHITE. 100% COTTON
ORDER NUMBER S – XXL 0420 500 03.. BLACK 0420 500 02.. WHITE
€24.90

TIMBERSPORTS® TUBE SCARF
UNISEX
TIMBERSPORTS® TUBE SCARF, SMALL PRINTED TIMBERSPORTS® LOGOS, CROSSED AXES, STYLISED WOOD SPLINTERS. 100% POLYESTER
ORDER NUMBER 0421 600 0204 BLACK, GREY
€17.90

LOGO VERTICAL T-SHIRT
UNISEX
WHITE STIHL TIMBERSPORTS® T-SHIRT FOR MEN AND WOMEN, SIMPLE DESIGN, LARGE VERTICAL STIHL TIMBERSPORTS® LOGO ON LEFT FRONT. 100% COTTON
ORDER NUMBER XS – XXL 0420 500 09 0420 500 08
€19.90

AXE T-SHIRT
MEN’S
CASUAL T-SHIRT IN A REGULAR FIT, Tonal, slightly raised print with crossed axes at chest height. AVAILABLE IN BLACK OR WHITE. 100% COTTON
ORDER NUMBER S – XXL 0420 500 03.. BLACK 0420 500 02.. WHITE
€24.90

TIMBERSPORTS® LONG-SLEEVE SHIRT
UNISEX
TIMBERSPORTS® LONG-SLEEVED FUNCTIONAL SHIRT IN BLACK, TIMBERSPORTS® LOGO ON THE CHEST. SMALL PRINTED AXES ON THE SLEEVES. 64% POLYESTER, 16% ELASTANE
ORDER NUMBER 0421 300 89.. BLACK
€49.90

TIMBERSPORTS® FUNCTIONAL SHIRT
MEN’S
FUNCTIONAL SHIRT FOR MEN IN COLOURBLOCK STYLE IN BLACK AND DARK GREY, TIMBERSPORTS® LOGO ON THE CHEST. SMALL PRINTED AXES ON THE SLEEVES. 84% POLYESTER, 16% ELASTANE
ORDER NUMBER S – XXXL 0421 300 87 .. GREY, BLACK
€39.90

AXE T-SHIRT
MEN’S
CASUAL T-SHIRT IN A REGULAR FIT, Tonal, slightly raised print with crossed axes at chest height. AVAILABLE IN BLACK OR WHITE. 100% COTTON
ORDER NUMBER S – XXL 0420 500 03.. BLACK 0420 500 02.. WHITE
€24.90

TIMBERSPORTS® LONG-SLEEVE SHIRT
UNISEX
TIMBERSPORTS® LONG-SLEEVED FUNCTIONAL SHIRT IN BLACK, TIMBERSPORTS® LOGO ON THE CHEST. SMALL PRINTED AXES ON THE SLEEVES. 64% POLYESTER, 16% ELASTANE
ORDER NUMBER 0421 300 89.. BLACK
€49.90

TIMBERSPORTS® TUBE SCARF
UNISEX
TIMBERSPORTS® TUBE SCARF, SMALL PRINTED TIMBERSPORTS® LOGOS, CROSSED AXES, STYLISED WOOD SPLINTERS. 100% POLYESTER
ORDER NUMBER 0421 600 0204 BLACK, GREY
€17.90

AXE T-SHIRT
MEN’S
CASUAL T-SHIRT IN A REGULAR FIT, Tonal, slightly raised print with crossed axes at chest height. AVAILABLE IN BLACK OR WHITE. 100% COTTON
ORDER NUMBER S – XXL 0420 500 03.. BLACK 0420 500 02.. WHITE
€24.90

AXE T-SHIRT
MEN’S
CASUAL T-SHIRT IN A REGULAR FIT, Tonal, slightly raised print with crossed axes at chest height. AVAILABLE IN BLACK OR WHITE. 100% COTTON
ORDER NUMBER S – XXL 0420 500 03.. BLACK 0420 500 02.. WHITE
€24.90

WOODEN »AXE« MOBILE PHONE CASE
WOODEN MOBILE PHONE CASE WITH RUBBERISED EDGE, TIMBERSPORTS® LOGO, FITS VARIOUS MOBILE PHONE MODELS. RUBBERISED EDGE, BACK MADE OF FSC-CERTIFIED WOOD. PC+TPU
ORDER NUMBER 0421 600 0128  6/7/8/SE 2020 0421 600 0129  6/7/8 PLUS 0421 600 0130  11 0421 600 0131  11 PRO 0421 600 0132  X/XS 0421 600 0133  12/12 PRO 0421 600 0134  13 0421 600 0135  13 MINI
€34.90

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE IN EUROS
**LOGO TIMBERSPORTS® HOODIE**

**UNISEX**

Grey regular-fit Timbersports® hoodie, two small, crossed axes on chest, large Timbersports® print on back. 60% cotton, 40% polyester.

Order number XS – XXXL

0421 400 29... GREY

€69.90
CROSSED AXE LIFESTYLE

«SMALL AXE» POLO SHIRT
MEN'S
REGULAR-FIT PIQUÉ POLO SHIRT WITH RIBBED CUFFS AND SLIGHTLY RAISED PRINTED AXE ON THE CHEST. 100% COTTON

ORDER NUMBER
0430 500 31.. BLACK

€34.90

BARBECUE SET
TIMBERSPORTS® GRILL TOOL SET WITH TONGS, BRUSH, TURNER WITH BOTTLE OPENER FUNCTION, SKEWER, LASER ENGRAVED TIMBERSPORTS® LOGO ON EACH HANDLE, AND PUNCHING INTO THE TURNER, TOOLS COME IN HIGH-QUALITY LEATHER POUCH. TOOLS: BLACK ANODISED STAIN-LESS STEEL AND NYLON; PACKAGING: EMBOSSED LEATHER CASE

ORDER NUMBER
0421 600 0067 BLACK

€42.90

«TIMBERSPORTS® COOLER BACKPACK»
TIMBERSPORTS® COOLER BACKPACK IN SPORTY DESIGN, WITH TIMBERSPORTS® AXE AND LOGO, ZIPPER IN SHAPE OF A STIHL STARTER GRIP, WATER-REPELLENT, DIMENSIONS: APPROX. 45 X 30 X 15 CM, TARPAULIN, 5 MM INSULATION FOAM FOR LONG COOLING PERFORMANCE, ALUMINIUM-COATED INSIDE

ORDER NUMBER
0421 600 0082 BLACK, WHITE, ORANGE

€32.90

«TIMBERSPORTS® COOKIE STAMPS»
3-PACK
COOKIE STAMPS, APPROX. 6 CM IN DIAMETER, SET OF THREE, WITH TYPICAL TIMBERSPORTS® AXES, WOODEN COOKIE AND STIHL CHAINSAW, METAL COOKIE CUTTER, BEECH WOOD, SILICONE

ORDER NUMBER
0421 600 0179

€19.90

«TIMBERSPORTS® COOKER BACKPACK»
**Plaid® Shirt**

Unisex

STIHL flannel shirt with checked pattern, back pockets with flaps, black buttons. Understated axe embroidery at chest height. 100% cotton.

Color options: Red, Black

Order number XS – XXL 0421 400 03...

Price: €54.90

---

**Small Axe® Sweatshirt**

Men’s

Dark grey sweatshirt in TIMBERSPORTS® look, crossed axes in orange as slightly raised 3D print on the chest. 100% cotton.

Order number S – XXXL 0421 300 57...

Price: €59.90

---

**Coffee-to-Go Cup**


Order number 0431 600 0068

Price: €18.90

---

**Wristwatch**


Order number 0464 585 0040

Price: €49.90
«AXE» OVERSIZED T-SHIRT
MEN'S
Black oversized T-shirt in TIMBERSPORTS® design with round neckline and wide-cut shoulders. TIMBERSPORTS® logo on the chest. Two large crossed axes in reflective black on the back. 100% cotton
ORDER NUMBER 0421 300 47 .. BLACK
€29.90

«AXE» CAP
Black baseball cap with grey embroidered axe. 100% cotton
ORDER NUMBER 0420 540 0013 ONE-FITS-ALL BLACK
€19.90

«AXE» BATH TOWEL
Grey bath towel with woven axe design in dark grey. 100% cotton
ORDER NUMBER 0420 560 0004 70 X 140 CM GREY
€28.90

«AXE» HAND TOWEL
Grey hand towel with striking crossed axes design made from especially soft and absorbent terrycloth. 100% cotton
ORDER NUMBER 0421 600 0049 50 X 100 CM GREY
€14.90

«AXE OVERSIZED» T-SHIRT
MEN'S
Black oversized T-shirt in TIMBERSPORTS® design with round neckline and wide-cut shoulders. TIMBERSPORTS® logo on the chest. Two large crossed axes in reflective black on the back. 100% cotton
ORDER NUMBER 0421 300 47 .. BLACK
€29.90
1. **Timbersports® Hoodie**
   - Unisex
   - Front logo, orange neckline binding, 100% cotton
   - Order number: XS – XXL
   - Price: €49.90

2. **Ballpoint Pen**
   - Matte soft-touch finish, metal tip, black ink
   - Rubberised plastic
   - Order number: XS – XXL
   - Price: €4.90

3. **Timbersports® Silicone Stickers**
   - Set of three woven stickers with silicone backing, reusable, 100% polyester
   - Order number: XS – XXL
   - Price: €8.90

4. **Seat Cushion**
   - 34 cm diameter, seat cushion with velcro fastener and hanging loop
   - 100% polyester
   - Order number: XS – XXL
   - Price: €6.50

1. **»Kiss My Axe« Bracelet**
   - Nylon Timbersports® bracelet, zinc fastener with »Kiss My Axe« logo
   - Material: zinc alloy, nylon
   - Colour: black, orange, white
   - Order number: 200 mm, 220 mm
   - Price: €14.90

2. **Timbersports® Bumper Sticker**
   - Timbersports® domed bumper sticker, printed with classic »Kiss My Axe« logo, high quality, weatherproof
   - Dimensions: 45 x 100 mm, polymer polyvinyl chloride (PVC) film
   - Order number: 200 mm, 220 mm
   - Price: €3.90

3. **Timbersports® T-Shirt**
   - T-shirt with Timbersports® logo on the chest, casual-cut shirt made from pure cotton
   - With finely ribbed round-neck collar, 100% cotton
   - Order number: XS – XXL
   - Price: €19.90

4. **Registration Plate Holder**
   - License plate holder made from sturdy ABS plastic with lockable frame and hinge in black, in Stihl Timbersports® design
   - Pack of two, dimensions: approx. 112 x 520 mm, ABS plastic
   - Order number: ABS
   - Price: €14.90
PATTERN TIMBERSPORTS®

CAP

UNISEX

FRONT HALF WITH ALL-OVER PRINT OF SMALL TIMBERSPORTS® LOGOS, CROSSED AXES AND STYLISED WOOD SPLINTERS. ADJUSTABLE SIZE. 100% COTTON

ORDER NUMBER ONE SIZE
0421 600 0203 BLACK, GREY
€19.90

PATTERN TIMBERSPORTS®

CAP

KIDS

FRONT HALF WITH ALL-OVER PRINT OF SMALL TIMBERSPORTS® LOGOS, CROSSED AXES AND STYLISED WOOD SPLINTERS. ADJUSTABLE SIZE. 100% COTTON

ORDER NUMBER ONE SIZE
0421 600 0208 BLACK, GREY
€17.90

LOGO CHEST®
T-SHIRT

UNISEX

STIHL TIMBERSPORTS® T-SHIRT IN BLACK WITH LOGO PRINT IN STIHL ORANGE AND WHITE. COMFORTABLE TO WEAR. 100% COTTON

ORDER NUMBER ONE SIZE
0421 300 10 BLACK
€19.90

LOGO CHEST®
T-SHIRT

KIDS

STIHL TIMBERSPORTS® T-SHIRT IN BLACK WITH LOGO PRINT IN STIHL ORANGE AND WHITE. COMFORTABLE TO WEAR. 100% COTTON

ORDER NUMBER ONE SIZE
0421 300 26 BLACK
€17.90

LOGO CHEST®
T-SHIRT

KIDS

STIHL TIMBERSPORTS® T-SHIRT IN BLACK WITH LOGO PRINT IN STIHL ORANGE AND WHITE. COMFORTABLE TO WEAR. 100% COTTON

ORDER NUMBER ONE SIZE
0421 300 26 BLACK
€17.90

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE IN EUROS
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